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Accident statistics is an important basis in designing coal
mine safety signs. In this paper, we study the process and
feasibility for accident statistics as the design basis of the
coal mine enterprise safety signs. This paper comes into a
conclusion of unsafe actions which cause the accident can
be divided into two categories: illegal action and error
action. Illegal action could be subdivided into habitual
illegal action and accident illegal action, while error
action could be subdivided action into skills, decision-
making and physiological perceptual action. In this paper,
we specifically analyze five coal mine accident cases as
examples, in order to conclude unsafe actions and unsafe
states in every case. Specifically, unsafe acts are: bolt pre-
tightening does not reach the designated position, sitting
on the belt, no remote operating point column, maintenance
without power cuts and operating under pressure. In
addition, these unsafe acts lead to relative unsafe states,
which are insufficient bolt pressure, point column instability,
machine charging electricity and hydraulic pipe under
pressure? Finally, these unsafe states become causations of
accidents. Based on statistical analysis, we found out illegal
actions of coal mine accident cases and specifically
designed five safety signs, which are ‘bolt must be preloaded
in place’, ‘be careful of the column’, ‘ban to sit on belts’,
‘forbidden pressing operation’ and ‘maintenance must be
power outages’.

Keywords: Accident statistics, coal mine, safety signs,
design, effect

1.0  Introduction

Research on safety signs started from 1940s, large
amount of work took place in 1960s [1]. The United
States, Britain, Germany, Japan, France, Russia and the

international organization for standardization (ISO) have
established a series of standards related to safety signs [2, 3].
Countries attached great importance to the research of safety
signs, noticed the key role of safety sign to enterprises. Then
they began to overall plan safety signs in roads and buildings,
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unified safety signs recognition and its carrier forms, and
strived to make enterprise’s environment and production as a
whole [4, 5].

Research on safety signs’ various aspects of properties are
numerous, such as colour, borders, and supplementary text [6-
9]. It also contains the work environment and organizational
environment of safety signs [10, 11], types of safety signs [12,
13], presentation forms of safety signs [14], cognitive demands
[15] and so on.

In terms of the effectiveness of safety signs, some scholars
regard safety sign’s ability of drawing people’s attention as the
effectiveness of as the standard of effectiveness [16-18]. Some
scholars judge the management of a safety sign by a criterion
of understandability, which means an understandable safety
sign would be easier for people to remember and obey [19, 20].
In addition, some scholars use safety sign’s management level
of risk to measure its effectiveness [21-23]. Moreover, some
researchers investigate whether participants act in compliance
with safety management directly [24, 25].

The common features of national safety marks are:
1. The types and meanings of safety signs are unified gradually

in different countries. Safety signs are classified into
prohibition signs, warning signs, instruction signs and
indication signs. But in Japan, because of its national
conditions, the types of safety signs are almost square or
rectangle. Besides Japan the geometry in other countries is
consistent with ISO. All countries design specific symbols
inside the consistent geometry figures according to their
actual needs.

2. Safety colours are gradually unified. Safety colours include
red, blue, yellow, green, and their meanings are same with
provisions of ISO. Moreover, Japan has orange which does
not exist in other countries.

3. Safety standards are modified and abolished according to
specific situations and needs in each country. The review
cycle is commonly 3-5 years, while the longest period would
be no more than five years, striving to continuously
improve.

4. Former studies about safety signs mainly focus on colour,
colour assortment, facilities construction, appearance, size
and material, etc.
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Therefore, there would be a few researches on the design
basis of safety signs, especially the domain of coal mine safety
signs. The underground of coal mine is complex; as a result, it
is necessary to design safety signs according to the actual
situation of the coal mine. Therefore, it would be important to
research the design basis of coal mine safety signs.

2.0 The design basis
In terms of the design basis of coal mine safety signs,
literature [26] shows the specific design basis research. From
Fig.1, it could be found that the design basis of the coal mine
safety signs are national standard of safety signs, “three
violations” statistics, accident statistics, the hidden statistics,
other industry safety signs studies and visual management.
Due to space limitations, this paper mainly focuses on specific
application process of accident statistics in the coal mine
safety signs designing.

could improve workers’ safety habits and promote their
safety awareness. It also provides a powerful tool of
security management for security managers. After
accident case analysis and summary, it is more likely to
catch the common and nature of accidents. From the
causation of the accidents, it is easier to implement
enterprise security education and reduce the incidence of
accidents and risk of systems.

3.2  UNSAFE BEHAVIOUR IN THE ACCIDENT

The direct causes of accidents would be human unsafe
actions and unsafe conditions [27]. According to Heinrich’s
accident statistics and studies, it is found that 80 per cent of
accidents are caused by unsafe human behaviour, while only
20% of accidents are caused by unsafe condition. Therefore,
study of accidents greatly depends on the research of unsafe
behaviour’s forms and how it works.

Fig.1 Safety signs design drawing for coal mine

3.0 Accident statistics and analysis
3.1 THE PURPOSES OF ACCIDENT STATISTICS

ANALYSIS

Unsafe actions and unsafe states
could be found via accident analysis,
and further refining. In order to prevent
accidents, it is important to display the
unsafe actions and unsafe conditions
through safety signs, then place signs
at the job site to remind workers.

Purposes achieved by accident
analysis:
1. Identify which section, post and

staff are easy to cause accident,
make sure the basis of accident
prevention.

2. Make clear recognition of dangerous
and harmful factors in the system
and the damage forms under the
trigger condition.

3. To be one of the important work in
enterprise security management,
accident statistics and analysis
reflect their importance through
staff’s safety education. The
accidents are real invents actually
occurred around workers, which are
different from persuading methods
like rules, regulations and other
safety education. As an education
form, real accident cases are
diversified, vivid and specific, and
they are more infective and targeted
on education workers. Different
types of accident case education
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Accidents caused by unsafe acts could be divided into
two types: (1) Unsafe behaviours trigger dangerous and
harmful factors. In this case, the accidents usually do not
happen immediately. But after a certain amount of time and
accumulation, the hazard would occur in some way; (2)
Unsafe behaviours directly cause accidents. According to the
law of Heinrich, unsafe behaviour in most cases will not
immediately cause accidents, which to a certain extent
encourages the workers’ unsafe operation. However, the risk
would increase with the increasing of unsafe behaviour,
eventually leading to the accident.

Unsafe acts are related to workers’ professional quality,
work habits, safety awareness and other factors. To analyze
the causes of unsafe behaviour, it needs to make an overall
consideration of the person’s psychology, education, safety
knowledge, safety management system, operation safety
atmosphere and other factors. These complex factors lead to
the variety of safety behaviour [28].

With a further research, the author found that unsafe
actions can be subdivided into error action and illegal action.
Error movement is a wrong action, which is not a conscious
action in order to violate operation regulations. Illegal action
is a conscious action in violation of the operation regulations.
Error action is subdivided into skill, decision-making and
physiological perceptual action. Skill error action refers to an
error caused by a worker’s lack of this skill. Decision-making
error action occurs when a worker lacks necessary knowledge
which lead to wrong decisions and error action; physiological
and perceptual error action occurs because of physical
reasons. Workers do not perceive danger or risk and this
causes the wrong action. Illegal action could be divided into
habitual illegal action and accident illegal action, which is
shown in Fig.1.

Because of above reasons, it is necessary to make a
systematic research on the enterprise accidents in order to
control the personnel unsafe behaviours and prevent accidents.

1

2

3

4

5

The process of the accident

On March 11th night shift in a mine transport
tunnel, steering group carried out safety
inspection and found that some roof bolt pre-
tightening work was not up to the requirements,
part of the bolt installation angle didn’t not
meet the requirements.

On the June 8 excavation team worker Lee sat
on the belt conveyor, his head stroke against the
escape platform when he was 100 meters away
from the belt conveyor tail, causing a skull
fracture and hyperextension cervical dislocation.
As a result, he fell into the underlying machine
tape of the running belt conveyor, and died after
dragged to the rear tail section 4 bars.

On March 17th, the working face of mine,
monitor on duty arranged Huang, Xu and Meng
to transfer frame. Huang’s left hand was hit by
pillar slip when using single column adjustable
shelf. As a result, Huang’s left hand soft tissue
was lacerated, and his second metacarpal bone
has open fracture.

When Zhang replaced broken tube stent, he did
by himself. He did not stop the liquid closing
bracket liquid-in valve, also didn’t arrange person
to help him. He demolished fluid pipe under
pressure with force. After the head of the u-
shaped being pinned out, liquid pipe began to
break around, and hit Zhang’s leg.

On February 3rd, scraper conveyor belt lane was
out of electricity in a mine developing zone.
Electrician Lee repaired switch, but he didn’t cut
power supply. In the process of maintenance,
Lee accidentally caused short circuit of power
supply, making it sparked, and burned Lee’s hand.

Unsafe condition

(1) the bolt pre-
tightening is not in
place; (2) the anchor
point does not meet
therequirements

Point column
instability

Removing the tube
when it has pressure

Scraper conveyor
charged when it was
repaired

Unsafe act

Bolt set does not meet
the requirements

Take a running belt
conveyor

(1) not latch the stigma
when using single point
to adjust bracket;
(2) no use remote
operation

(1) operate alone;
(2) non-stop fluid inlet
and shut off valve;
(3) not arrange a person
to help hand bracket

Open the switch cover
of scraper conveyor with
power

Illegal
action

Illegal
action

Illegal
action

Illegal
action

Illegal
action

TABLE 1: COAL MINE ACCIDENT CASES ANALYSIS
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3.3 THE ROLE OF ACCIDENT ANALYSIS IN SAFETY SIGNS DESIGNING

Through the statistic and analysis of accidents, not only
could we clearly find out all kinds of accident conditions
and safety management situations in an enterprise in a
certain period, but we also can make sure factors that cause
accident easily, behaviours apt to trigger danger, the kinds
of unsafe behaviours, categories of accidents, etc. The
statistic and analysis of accidents could intuitively identify
hazards in workplace, risk factors, dangerous substances,
and unsafe behaviours of workers.

The objective to design and set up safety signs is to
reduce the unsafe behaviour and the occurrence of the
accident by using hazard warning and behaviour guidance.
This needs to have well understanding about unsafe
behaviour of workers and risk factors within the system.
Accident statistics and analysis is provided for these
contents for safety signs. Through the statistical analysis of
the accident, we can make clear the content, position and
method of the safety signs.

At the same time, statistic and analysis of accidents also
provide the basis for the design of safety signs. Under
different industries and operation environment, the existence
conditions of the risk factors and the specific manifestations
of unsafe behaviour are different. Through the coal mine
accident statistics, we can have a certain understanding on
the coal mine safety signs design condition and coal mine
workers’ safety knowledge, safety consciousness. These
contribute to design and set safety signs more specifically.
Therefore, the statistics and analysis of accidents is one of
the important basis of coal mine safety signs design.

4.0 Specific application process of accident analysis in
coal mine safety signs designing

We would analyze accidents according to the following five
coal mine accidents, therefore the design of safety signs
could target on unsafe actions and unsafe states. These
accident cases are retrieved from the Internet.

From the five accidents depicted in Table 1, it could be
concluded that large amount of unsafe conditions are caused
by people’s unsafe actions.

After identifying unsafe actions and unsafe conditions in
the accident, the corresponding safety signs could be well
designed. Here are five corresponding safety signs designed
by the analysis of five cases.

5. 0 Conclusions
From the description and analysis above, the following
conclusions could be obtained:

(1) Accident statistics is an important basis of coal mine
safety signs design.

(2) Unsafe actions which cause the accident, could be
subdivided into illegal action and error action. Illegal
actions can be divided into habitual illegal action and
accident illegal action, error actions can be divided
into skills, decision-making and physiological
perceptual action.

(3) This paper specifically analyses five coal mine
accident cases as examples, drawing conclusion of the
unsafe actions and unsafe states in five cases. In
which unsafe acts are: bolt pre-tightening does not

TABLE 2: COAL MINE SAFETY SIGNS DESIGN

Nos. Meaning Safety sign Nos. Meaning Safety sign

1 Bolt must 2 Don’t sit
be preloaded on belts
in place

3 Be careful
of the
column 4 maintenance

with cut
power

5 No operation
with pressure
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reach the designated position, sit on the belt, no
remote operating point column, maintenance without
power cuts and operating under pressure. In addition,
these unsafe acts lead to corresponding unsafe states,
which are insufficient bolt pressure, point column
instability, machine charging electricity and hydraulic
pipe under pressure. Finally, these unsafe states
become causations of accidents.

(4) This paper designs five safety signs specifically for
the illegal actions in the five coal mine accident cases
according to the statistical analysis, which are ‘bolt
must be preloaded in place’, ‘be careful of the column’,
‘don’t sit on belts’, ‘no operation with pressure’ and
‘maintenance with cut power’.
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